Introduction {#S0001}
============

Cancer immunotherapy has become the most active field of research in third-generation cancer treatment. Most of the past therapeutic approaches, such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy, aimed at direct killing of tumor cells. Due to a lack of specificity, these therapies had frequent side effects on immune cells, often leading to a weakened immune status of the patient. The development of tumor-targeted therapeutics was a step into the direction of personalized medicine, led to an improvement in tumor specificity and restricted some side-effects, albeit at the frequent cost of overall response rates. In contrast, many clinical studies over the last few decades showed that targeting the tumor microenvironment (TME) and stimulating anti-tumor immunity results in robust and long-lasting anti-tumor responses. This high extent of specificity and adaptability is the foundation for immunotherapeutic approaches like vaccination against pathogens and cancer. Consequently, this led to the regulatory approval of immune-checkpoint inhibition (ICI) therapy targeting PD-1, CTLA-4 and PD-L1, for example, and this list may continue to expand with new immune checkpoints, such as TIM-3, LAG-3, and TIGIT, that are currently being investigated. The main goal of ICI therapy is to maintain previously established anti-tumor activity. In contrast, stimulatory immunotherapy targets, such as CD40, ICOS, CD27, GITR, OX40, and 4-1BB, are addressed with agonistic compounds and primarily focus on earlier phases of the immune response. The earliest acting of these molecules is most likely CD40, since it plays a critical role in antigen presentation and therefore, indirectly, T cell activation. An essential assignment of the immune system is to detect foreign antigens from viral, bacterial or parasitic infections, and discriminate those from self-antigens. Similarly, malignant cell transformation frequently generates neo-antigens, or "mutated-self" antigens, which are recognized by cytotoxic immune cells.^[1](#CIT0001),[2](#CIT0002)^ In this review, we briefly describe the biological relevance of CD40, the specific requirements for agonistic signal transduction through CD40 and summarize current approaches to stimulate CD40 for the treatment of cancer.

Expression of CD40/CD40L {#S0001-S2001}
------------------------

In order to achieve a strong and specific immune response, innate and adaptive branches need to be orchestrated across multiple interfaces. Many critically important phases of the immune response are mediated by the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily (SF) of ligands and their receptors, including CD40/CD40L.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Efficient antigen recognition by antigen-specific T cells critically depends on the presence and functionality of specialized antigen-presenting cells (APC), such as B cells and dendritic cells (DC).^[2](#CIT0002)^ These APC usually express the costimulatory surface receptor CD40 (TNFRSF5) on the cell surface. CD40 is a constitutively expressed 48-kDa type I transmembrane protein and a critical mediator of immune cell communication in bridging innate and adaptive immunity. CD40 is found on platelets, B cells, and myeloid cells, but also on non-hematopoietic cells like endothelial cells, fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells and even certain types of tumor cells. The cognate ligand for CD40 is CD154 (TNFSF5/CD40L), a 39-kDa type II transmembrane protein. Expression of CD40L is usually inducible and restricted to cells of the hematopoietic system, such as platelets, granulocytes, activated T cells, activated B cells and activated natural killer (NK) cells, but is also weakly expressed on endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Biological relevance of CD40/CD40L {#S0001-S2002}
----------------------------------

The pleiotropic functions of CD40 signaling *in vivo* have been previously reviewed.^[3](#CIT0003),[4](#CIT0004)^ Briefly, CD40 expression on monocytes, and their progeny macrophages and DC, and B cells plays an important role in immune cell function. Monocytes are innate immune precursor cells with very high plasticity. They have the ability to differentiate into several cell types, such as macrophages, myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) and DC.^[5](#CIT0005),[6](#CIT0006)^ CD40 signaling is an important trigger of the monocyte maturation process and mainly drives differentiation into macrophages of the M1 spectrum and DC. CD40 engagement on the surface of DC promotes cytokine and chemokine production, induces expression of costimulatory molecules, and facilitates the cross-presentation of antigens.^[3](#CIT0003)^ One of the main functions of CD40L is to enhance antigen-presentation to T cells by activating DC.^[3](#CIT0003)^ This step, called "licensing", increases the interaction of DC with T cells by upregulation of surface proteins such as CD54 and CD86, and thus activates the latter.

B cells are likewise targets of CD40L activity. In the thymus, extensive crosstalk between T cells and B cells is required for maintenance of CD40-expressing B cells and enables negative selection of autoreactive T cells.^[7](#CIT0007)^ The direct interaction of B cells with CD4 + T cells induces expression of the CD40L by the T cells, which in turn protects B cells from undergoing apoptosis. In this function, CD40L provides a survival signal through activation of PI3K/Akt, which contributes to the observed longevity of activated B cells and their differentiation to plasma cells. Homeostatic proliferation and survival of antigen-specific B cells through CD40 are maintained by upregulation of anti-apoptotic members of the Bcl-2 family.^[8](#CIT0008)^ In fact, defects of the CD40/CD40L system are associated with deficiency in antibody class switching and somatic hyper-mutation in B cells (hyper-IgM syndrome).^[9](#CIT0009)^

Their interaction with activated CD40L-expressing T cells also increases the expression of MHC-II and costimulatory molecules like CD80 or CD86 and induces Ig-class switching in B cells.^[3](#CIT0003)^ Activated B cells migrate to lymphoid organs where they present antigen to T cells, and CD40-activated DC and B cells support the immune response by releasing immunostimulatory cytokines and chemokines like IL-6, IL-12p70, IFNγ, CXCL10, and TNFα. In addition, CD40-activated B cells are able to prime antigen-specific CD8 + T cells with enhanced secretion of cytokines including TNFα and IFNγ.^[10](#CIT0010),[11](#CIT0011)^ Several studies provided evidence that *ex vivo*-activated CD40-expressing B cells are fully functional antigen-presenting B cells and subsequent adoptive cell transfer (ACT) therapy with these cells improved anti-tumor efficacy.^[12](#CIT0012)-[14](#CIT0014)^

CD40/CD40L relevance for cancer immunotherapy {#S0001-S2003}
---------------------------------------------

The extraordinary ability of CD40/CD40L signaling to synchronize the innate, cellular and humoral branches of the immune response has inspired basic and clinical research for decades. Given the general expression profile and biological activities of CD40, many attempts have been made to understand the role signaling plays in anti-tumor immunity.

Because of this, CD40-activated DC can be used for vaccination therapies in the context of cancer and infectious diseases such as tuberculosis.^[15](#CIT0015),[16](#CIT0016)^ Another interesting outcome of CD40 signaling is a phenotype shift from the "alternatively activated" M2 spectrum to the anti-tumorigenic or "classically activated" M1 spectrum. This M1/M2-spectrum designation is especially relevant in regard to tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) in the context of cancer immunotherapy. The "classically activated" macrophages of the so-called M1 spectrum arise in response to GM-CSF and stimuli like IFNγ and LPS, and are usually considered to confer a pro-inflammatory immune response and provide antigen cross-presentation. M1 spectrum macrophages are mostly associated with favorable anti-tumoral immune responses.^[17](#CIT0017)^ "Alternatively activated" or M2 spectrum macrophages are generated from exposure to M-CSF and cytokines, such as IL-4 and IL-10 and are involved in tissue repair and resolution of an inflammatory state.^[5](#CIT0005)^ The tumor-associated M2 spectrum is appreciated as a key driver of cancer progression and metastasis.^[18](#CIT0018)^ The tight interaction of tumor and infiltrating macrophages strongly shapes the tumor microenvironment in establishing inflammatory or pro-tumorigenic local conditions. It has been proposed that skewing the M2/M1/spectrum balance within the tumor should improve the anti-tumor immune response by favoring infiltration and activation of cytotoxic T cells.^[19](#CIT0019)-[21](#CIT0021)^ This has been described for multiple models, such as pancreatic cancer and a mouse xenograft model of glioblastoma.^[22](#CIT0022)^ The repolarization of macrophages is consistent with CD40 activation-induced downregulation of CD206 and increased expression of CD54, indicating a change in migratory capacity and efficient macrophage activation.^[23](#CIT0023)-[26](#CIT0026)^

Interestingly, despite the broad expression of CD40 in many tissues, tumor cells seem to be susceptible to CD40-induced killing by membrane-bound CD40L.^[27](#CIT0027)^ Membrane-bound CD40L expressed on DC can directly induce apoptosis in CD40-positive tumor cells^[28](#CIT0028)^ and T cell-independent cytostatic activity was attributed to CD40 stimulated IFNγ primed macrophages in a murine model of B16 melanoma.^[29](#CIT0029)^ Part of this phenomenon might not be a direct effect of CD40 signaling, but of secondary upregulation of death receptors on susceptible cell types.^[30](#CIT0030)^ However, some clinical effect of the anti-CD40 antibodies lucatumumab and dacetuzumab has been shown against B cell malignancies, which could be attributed to antibody-mediated phagocytosis by macrophages and induction of antibody-dependent cytotoxicity (ADCC).^[31](#CIT0031)^ Following ligation of CD40, tumor cells show signs of DNA damage, secrete pro-angiogenic factors, like VEGF and IL-8, and generally adopt a state reflecting a senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) due to CD40-induced NFκB activation.^[32](#CIT0032)^

CD40/CD40L structure, organization, and signal transduction pathways {#S0001-S2004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

TNF-R-SF signaling is a structurally well-defined event that requires proper three-dimensional receptor clustering and trimerization ([Figure 1](#F0001)). While the TNF-SF ligands naturally exist as trivalent functional units, the receptors are usually separated on the cell surface. TNF-SF ligands naturally assemble on the cell surface as homo-trimers containing three receptor-binding sites that are located at the three identical clefts between the neighboring monomers. Critically, receptor assembly into functional trimeric signaling complexes occurs through binding of the natural ligand unit. The interaction of these trimeric TNF-SF ligands with their corresponding receptors, expressed on the surface of other cells, leads to very precise receptor clustering. This extracellular receptor ordering by the ligands translates into close proximity of the intracellular domains of the receptor followed by ordered assembly of the intracellular signaling complex.^[33](#CIT0033)-[36](#CIT0036)^ The trimeric structure of the TNF-SF ligands and the resulting receptor clusters are prerequisites for productive signal transmission into the cell. Due to these specific requirements, monovalent and bivalent approaches have generally proven to be minimally effective *in vivo*.^[34](#CIT0034)-[36](#CIT0036)^10.1080/21645515.2019.1653744-F0001Figure 1.Requirements for TNF-R-SF signaling.TNF-R-SF signaling is a structurally well-defined event that requires proper three-dimensional receptor clustering and trimerization. A. The TNF-SF ligands naturally exist as trivalent functional units and the receptors are usually separated on the cell surface. B. The assembled TNF-SF ligands contain three receptor-binding sites that are located at the three identical clefts between the neighboring monomers. C. Receptor assembly into functional trimeric signaling complexes occurs through binding of the natural ligand unit. D. The interaction of these trimeric TNF-SF ligands with their corresponding receptors, expressed on the surface of other cells, leads to very precise receptor clustering followed by intracellular signal transduction.

Like other members of the TNF-R-SF, CD40 is a membrane-bound molecule that can be activated by the membrane-bound ligand through direct cell-to-cell contact but also by the soluble ligand in solution. A diverse spectrum of downstream molecular and cellular processes has been shown to be regulated by CD40 engagement.^[37](#CIT0037)^ Ligation of the receptor by the cognate ligand induces the formation of spatially well-defined and trimeric signaling complexes, facilitating recruitment of TNF receptor-associated factors (TRAFs) and the NFκB activator-1 (Act1). The particular composition of the signaling complex, primarily depending on the cell type, triggers various pathways. For example, association with TRAF6 mainly activates the JAK/Stat3 pathway and TRAF1/2 induce MKK/p38/ERK1/2 signaling, Act1 has multiple functions in activation of the NFkB pathway, JNK, and PI3K signaling and in conjunction with TRAF3 amplifies MKK/p38/ERK1/2 signaling. Moreover, depending on the specific context, CD40 ligation can activate both the "classical" and non-canonical NFkB pathway.^[38](#CIT0038)^

Implications for development of CD40 agonists {#S0002}
=============================================

Based on their unique receptor clustering patterns, generating productive downstream signals from TNF-R-SF receptors is dependent on agonistic compounds having a very precise structure and three-dimensional organization.^[39](#CIT0039)^ Due to the critical role that CD40 plays in anti-tumor immune responses, various strategies to induce CD40 signaling have been explored. They can be broadly grouped into agonistic antibody-based or CD40L-based approaches.^[36](#CIT0036)^ The latter group can be further divided into recombinant protein approaches, using CD40L mimetics, and gene therapy approaches, introducing the CD40L gene into target cells. The first CD40-targeting clinical trials were initiated over 20 years ago. These initial trials tested recombinant CD40L as well as CD40L-overexpressing cellular vaccines. The first agonistic antibody trials, using CP-870,893 and SGN-40, began approximately five years later. These early clinical trials showed some encouraging results; however, the clinical activity has been limited due to a number of potential factors.^[40](#CIT0040)-[42](#CIT0042)^ The next generation of CD40 agonists has been designed to overcome these limitations. Currently, seven antibodies ([Table 1](#T0001)) and four CD40L-based approaches are in active clinical trials ([Table 2](#T0002)). In this section, we will discuss the main characteristics as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the three main approaches.10.1080/21645515.2019.1653744-T0001Table 1.Antibody-based CD40-targeting compounds in ongoing clinical trials.TherapyInterventionsPhasesEnrollmentNCT NumberStatusABBV-927Monotherapy and with anti-PD1Phase 1198NCT02988960RecruitingMonotherapyPhase 152NCT03818542Not yet recruitingADC-1013 (JNJ-64457107)MonotherapyPhase 1114NCT02829099RecruitingAPX005MMonotherapyPhase 143NCT02482168Active, not recruitingWith PembrolizumabPhase 1\
Phase 241NCT02706353RecruitingWith NivolumabPhase 1\
Phase 2100NCT03123783RecruitingWith Radiation + ChemoPhase 216NCT03165994RecruitingWith Chemo ±NivolumabPhase 1\
Phase 2105NCT03214250RecruitingMonotherapyPhase 145NCT03389802RecruitingWith Cabiralizumab ± NivolumabPhase 1120NCT03502330RecruitingWith Nivolumab±VaccinePhase 140NCT03597282RecruitingWith DoxorubicinPhase 227NCT03719430Not yet recruitingCDX-1140Monotherapy and with Flt3LPhase 1180NCT03329950RecruitingChi Lob 7/4With vaccinePhase 1\
Phase 244NCT03418480RecruitingSEA-CD40Monotherapy and with PembrolizumabPhase 195NCT02376699Active, not recruitingSelicrelumab (RO7009789, RG7876, CP-870,893\*)With Tremelimumab\*Phase 132NCT01103635Active, not recruitingWith AtezolizumabPhase 1230NCT02304393RecruitingWith ChemoPhase 110NCT02588443RecruitingWith Vanucizumab or BevacizumabPhase 1170NCT02665416RecruitingWith Chemo + Atezolizumab ±BevacizumabPhase 1\
Phase 2205NCT03193190RecruitingWith Atezolizumab + BevacizumabPhase 1\
Phase 2310NCT03424005RecruitingWith Atezolizumab + BevacizumabPhase 1\
Phase 2160NCT03555149Recruiting 10.1080/21645515.2019.1653744-T0002Table 2.Gene therapy and recombinant CD40 agonists in ongoing clinical trials.TherapyInterventionsPhasesEnrollmentNCT NumberStatus**Gene therapy**GM.CD40LMonotherapyPhase 1\
Phase 273NCT01433172Active, not recruitingCD40LMonotherapyPhase 115NCT03110445Not yet recruitingCD40LMonotherapyPhase 1\
Phase 250NCT03225989Recruiting**Recombinant Proteins**MEDI5083Monotherapy and with DurvalumabPhase 1204NCT03089645Recruiting

Antibodies {#S0002-S2001}
----------

Monoclonal antibody technology, described by Köhler and Milstein in the 1970s, has revolutionized science and medicine. Antibodies are 150-kDa Y-shaped proteins produced by B cells. The tips of the two "Y" arms, located at the amino-terminal of the molecule, each contains an antigen-binding site, or paratope, that binds to a specific epitope on a given protein. The carboxy-terminal end is called the Fc region, or Fragment crystallizable region, and it contains the constant-region segments that define the isotype, or class, of the specific antibody. This region determines the specific immune response generated by an antibody by binding to specific Fc receptors expressed by many cell populations as well as complement proteins. Interestingly, although there are five isotypes in mammals, IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG, and IgM, all therapeutic antibodies use one of the four IgG subclasses.^[43](#CIT0043)^

The most important feature of antibodies is the high specificity for their cognate epitope. This specificity is determined by the complementarity determining regions (CDR) located in the antigen-binding site. Importantly, antibodies are bivalent regarding target binding, meaning that they have two epitope-binding sites per molecule. In contrast to the natural ligands, which bind their cognate receptor in a specific well-defined manner, antibodies can specifically bind to multiple unique epitopes, both linear and conformational, on a given protein. Importantly, the location of the epitope plays a critical role in the activity. This was originally demonstrated by showing that antibodies with distinct epitopes produce distinct CD40 signaling cascades following binding.^[44](#CIT0044)-[46](#CIT0046)^ This idea has been further refined more recently where the stimulatory activity of human anti-CD40 antibodies was shown to decrease as epitopes become closer to the cell membrane.^[47](#CIT0047)^

Interestingly, the authors speculate that the importance of the epitope location is actually related to the accessibility of the Fc domain. Specifically, while the Fc domain of antibodies that binds distal to the cell surface is accessible to Fcγ receptors (FcγR), the Fc domain of antibodies that binds closer to the membrane will not be able to optimally bind to FcγR. This highlights the importance that both the antigen-binding site and Fc domain play in activity. Because of their bivalent nature, anti-CD40 antibodies, unless crosslinked, do not provide the required clustering capacity for significant efficacy.^[48](#CIT0048)^ In fact, therapeutic antibodies, especially anti-CD40 antibodies, frequently rely on secondary crosslinking via Fcγ receptors (FcγR) for biological activity.^[48](#CIT0048),[49](#CIT0049)^ These Fc/FcR interactions result in additional responses. For example, the Fc region mediates complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) or ADCC of the target cell, which as mode-of-action is sometimes desirable and used for tumor targeting purposes. Indeed, ADCC is the underlying cause for the activity of the anti-CD40 antibody lucatumumab in treatment of chronic lymphocytic lymphoma as well as other antibodies used as cancer therapeutics such as trastuzumab (anti-HER2), rituximab (anti-CD20) and varlilumab (anti-CD27).^[31](#CIT0031),[50](#CIT0050)-[52](#CIT0052)^ This means that both ends of the antibody play critical roles in the biological function. In terms of anti-CD40 antibodies, this also means that they have a mixed mode of action. This becomes especially important when discussing the therapeutic index of anti-CD40 antibodies, comparing efficacy and safety.

The absence of significant clinical activity observed with early anti-CD40 antibodies has resulted in a number of modifications. Currently, seven unique anti-CD40 antibodies are in active clinical trials ([Table 1](#T0001)), including CP-870,893, and some results have been recently published.^[53](#CIT0053)-[55](#CIT0055)^ These new studies have focused on investigating new epitopes, new Fc region design, and combination therapy in order to improve the limited clinical efficacy observed with previous compounds.

CD40L-based cellular and gene therapy {#S0002-S2002}
-------------------------------------

The earliest CD40-targeting approaches involved engineering the overexpression of CD40L in various cell populations. Currently, this can be further divided into two main approaches: CD40L-expressing cellular vaccines and CD40L-specific gene therapy using delivery systems such as oncolytic viruses.^[56](#CIT0056)^ Since the complexity of both of these topics is outside of the focus of this review, we would recommend a number of recent reviews.^[57](#CIT0057)-[59](#CIT0059)^ Both approaches are based on using the natural ligand (CD40L) to stimulate CD40 signaling, which we will cover in the next section. Alternatively, since DC are one of the main target cells for CD40L and cross-presentation of antigens, one way to improve efficacy and sensitivity of this cell type is transduction with CD40 and subsequent use as an improved vaccine vehicle. An autologous dendritic cell-based vaccine with *in vivo* activation of inducible CD40 is already in clinical trials for advanced prostate cancer.^[16](#CIT0016)^

The previous trials using these approaches have also been associated with limited clinical activity. They are also complicated, from a development standpoint, by the addition of cellular and gene therapy components. A number of recent developments, including active clinical trials and publications, have demonstrated the potential of these approaches. For example, CD40L-expressing Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) T cells showed enhanced anti-tumor activity in preclinical models.^[60](#CIT0060)^ This approach combines the specificity of the CAR T cells target with CD40L-based costimulation, making it a "cellular bispecific". Clearly, the results suggest that cellular vaccines are not the only adoptive cell therapy (ACT) that might benefit from targeting CD40. Additional developments in both the delivery method and the format of CD40L have also shown promise.^[30](#CIT0030),[56](#CIT0056),[61](#CIT0061)-[63](#CIT0063)^

CD40L-based recombinant proteins (natural ligand mimetics) {#S0002-S2003}
----------------------------------------------------------

The last approach involves directly injecting soluble recombinant CD40L. These compounds are molecular mimics of the endogenous CD40L that specifically and exclusively interacts, via the receptor-binding domain, with CD40. This has been approached by using purified CD40L, stabilized trivalent/trimeric forms of CD40L and, more recently, hexavalent/hexameric forms of CD40L. As we have discussed earlier, CD40 needs to be correctly trimerized in order to transmit a productive signal. Although purified CD40L tends to trimerize in solution, the CD40L approaches have not been very successful. However, the stabilized trimeric forms, such as the isoleucine zipper CD40L formats, have shown some activity in combination with IL-6 blockade.^[62](#CIT0062)^

Recent results have shown that higher-order hexavalent approaches are superior for transmitting signals via the TNF-R-SF.^[64](#CIT0064)-[67](#CIT0067)^ The hexavalent agonists comprise a family of co-stimulatory TNF-SF ligands that specifically bind their cognate receptors on target cells and induce clustering of six receptor chains in a spatially well-defined manner. The specific compounds, such as HERA-CD40L^[66](#CIT0066)^ and MEDI5083 (NCT03089645), are fusion proteins composed of a trivalent but single-chain CD40L-receptor-binding domain (scCD40L-RBD), linked to a human IgG thereby generating a hexavalent molecule.

HERA-CD40L is designed with an Fc-silenced IgG1, which enables efficient receptor agonism on CD40-expressing cells in the absence of FcγR-mediated cross-linking. Strong activation of NFκB signaling was observed upon treatment of B cells with HERA-CD40L. Monocyte treatment with HERA-CD40L promoted differentiation toward the M1 spectrum and re-polarization of M2 spectrum macrophages toward the M1 spectrum phenotype. Treatment of *in vitro* co-cultures of T and B cells with HERA-CD40L triggered robust anti-tumor activation of T cells, which depended upon direct interaction with B cells. *In vivo*, a murine surrogate of HERA-CD40L stimulated clonal expansion of antigen-specific T cells and showed single-agent anti-tumor activity in the CD40-negative syngeneic MC38-CEA mouse model of colorectal cancer.^[66](#CIT0066)^

Although recombinant CD40L was among the first techniques used to target CD40, the promise of this approach is only recently being realized by combining the knowledge of the importance of trimerization and three-dimensional organization together with higher-order CD40L-based compounds. Since these compounds are true agonists that do not require FcγR-mediated crosslinking, they should have a superior safety profile compared to other approaches. New developments using trivalent, tetravalent^[68](#CIT0068)^ and hexavalent formats will continue to be investigated. As we will discuss in the next section, signaling through the TNF-R-SF needs to be carefully controlled. This is another example of the Goldilocks principle, where too little clustering results in no signal while too much clustering leads to overstimulation.

Comparison between anti-CD40 antibody- and CD40L-based approaches {#S0003}
=================================================================

While there have been no direct clinical comparisons between anti-CD40 antibody- and CD40L-based approaches, there have been many preclinical comparisons. One important caveat needs to be mentioned regarding the interpretation of mouse studies. The majority of mouse studies employ anti-CD40 antibodies with a xenogeneic origin. For example, clones FGK45 and 3/23 originate in rat and clones HM40-3 and 1C10 in hamster. The differences in the affinity of these isotypes to mouse Fc receptors as well as the development of anti-"drug" antibodies complicate the interpretation of the role of Fc receptor binding in activity. Studies using fully murine antibodies or human compounds in humanized mouse models, that express the human target as well as human Fc receptors, can help to clarify the results of mouse studies.^[48](#CIT0048)^

Induction of CD40 signaling (true agonistic activity) {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------------------------------

It has been shown that antibodies with unique epitopes elicit unique biological activities following binding.^[46](#CIT0046),[47](#CIT0047)^ In fact, antibodies that will be labeled agonistic or antagonistic, opposite extremes of the biological activity spectrum, differ in their epitopes.^[46](#CIT0046),[47](#CIT0047),[69](#CIT0069)^ Direct comparisons between bivalent antibodies, trivalent CD40L, and hexavalent CD40L showed induction of unique signaling complexes and biological activities.^[46](#CIT0046),[66](#CIT0066),[70](#CIT0070)^ Treatment with these CD40-targeting compounds also resulted in significantly different biological responses. For example, the effect of the hexavalent HERA-CD40L on the expression of activation, differentiation, and antigen-presentation markers was generally stronger than stimulation by trivalent CD40L or bivalent anti-CD40 antibodies.^[66](#CIT0066)^ Importantly, the weak activity displayed by the trivalent CD40L and antibodies was critically depended on crosslinking. Based on these findings it is becoming clearer that purified soluble bivalent antibodies are not suitable TNF-R-SF agonists. In contrast, the CD40L-based approaches, especially the soluble hexavalent CD40L molecules are able to provide a true agonistic signal via a defined single mode of action. The biological activity that accompanies treatment with anti-CD40 antibodies can be attributed to two modes of action. First, limited agonistic activity that is due to antibody aggregation or FcγR-mediated clustering. Second, agonist-independent activity that also depends on the specific epitope (epitope driven) and/or FcγR binding (Fc-domain driven). These unwanted activities result in significant disadvantages ([Figure 2](#F0002)) compared to FcγR binding-deficient CD40L-based approaches.10.1080/21645515.2019.1653744-F0002Figure 2.Side effects of CD40 agonistic antibodies versus fusion molecules.The orientation of the target epitope of CD40 agonistic antibodies within the CD40 molecule defines epitope-driven effects. In case the antibody prevents binding of the natural CD40L it inevitably inhibits favorable natural CD40 signaling. Contrarily, cross-linking receptor complexes that have been trimerized by the natural ligand can lead to hyper-clustering and uncontrolled overstimulation with increased risk of toxic side effects and exhaustion of immune cells. Fc-domain driven effects derive from the interaction of the antibody´s Fc domain with Fc receptors on different immune cells leading to unwanted (back-)signaling. Upon Fc receptor engagement these immune cells exert diverse effector functions such as ADCC thereby not only depleting the target cell population but also contributing to unspecific immune system activation. In contrast, agonistic fusion proteins with a hexavalent/Fc-silent structure preclude the aforementioned characteristics, possibly generating a more physiologic activity.

Side effects (independent of agonistic activity) {#S0003-S2002}
------------------------------------------------

Unfortunately, agonist anti-CD40 antibody treatment is generally associated with toxicity in the clinic.^[41](#CIT0041),[71](#CIT0071)^ A common set of adverse events is observed at higher doses in humans and mice.^[41](#CIT0041),[48](#CIT0048),[71](#CIT0071),[72](#CIT0072)^ For example, cytokine release syndrome (CRS) can be observed within minutes to hours after treatment and hepatotoxicity occur within 24 h after treatment and can persist for weeks.^[42](#CIT0042),[73](#CIT0073)^ Due to these effects, an MTD has been determined for systemically administered anti-CD40 antibodies used in the clinic, which ranges from 0.06 to 0.2 mg/kg.^[74](#CIT0074)^ These effects have been hypothesized to be related to multiple factors, including the expression of CD40 (and FcγR) by platelets and endothelial cells as well as antibody-specific characteristics (see [Figure 2](#F0002)).^[73](#CIT0073)^ More recently, the clinical discussion around anti-CD40 antibodies has shifted from toxicity to therapeutic index (TI). The TI is a relative quantitative measurement of drug safety that compares the amount of a drug that causes a therapeutic effect to the amount that causes toxicity. Due to dose-limiting toxicities, the anti-CD40 antibodies in development may never reach an optimal therapeutic dose.^[71](#CIT0071)^ One alternative approach to reducing systemic side effects, local intratumoral administration of anti-CD40 antibodies, has shown promise in a number of preclinical models.^[61](#CIT0061),[71](#CIT0071),[75](#CIT0075)^ However, comparing intraveneous to intratumoral anti-CD40 antibody injection in a Phase I clinical trial revealed no significant overall differences in the TI; however, intratumoral administration at certain tumor locations was associated with a more favorable TI when compared to other locations.^[54](#CIT0054)^ This route of treatment needs to be further investigated and may only be applicable to certain types of tumors.

While the relationship between epitope location and function remains to be determined, it is clear that some antibodies block binding of the natural ligand, some enhance binding of the natural ligand and other have no influence on binding ([Figure 2](#F0002)). These epitope-driven side effects can prevent the activity of natural ligand, thus interfering with the anti-tumor immune response. Other antibodies can enhance ligand binding, thereby favoring receptor hyper clustering and overstimulation of the immune response, with increasing risk of toxic side effects and tumor-specific T cell exhaustion.^[76](#CIT0076)^

Back-signaling in FcγR-expressing cells, including phagocytic cells, granulocytes, as well as some lymphocyte populations, is responsible for Fc-domain-driven side effects ([Figure 2](#F0002)). Interestingly, many of these cell populations express both CD40 and FcγR. One of the most critical outcomes of FcγR-mediated back-signaling is depletion of CD40-expressing immune cells by ADCC. This potentially results in unwanted depletion of important cell populations, including monocytes, DC and B cells, which can compromise an efficient anti-tumor response. Activation of FcγR-expressing cell populations can also lead to over-stimulation of the immune response and could be responsible for the CRS seen following anti-CD40 treatment. In fact, hepatotoxicity is associated with macrophage-dependent cytokine production and in mouse models, anti-CD40 antibody-mediated toxicity is abrogated by depletion of FcγR-expressing Kupffer cells within liver sinusoids.^[71](#CIT0071),[72](#CIT0072)^

Furthermore, lethal hepatotoxicity of CD40 agonistic antibody occurred when given prior to chemotherapy, but this could be circumvented by reversing the order of application.^[72](#CIT0072)^ These findings suggest that antibody-based approaches could have trouble as part of combinations with conventional anti-tumor treatments. In addition, due to the toxicities observed with anti-CD40 antibody therapy, many groups are experimenting with alternative administration routes, including intra-tumoral injections, which could also complicate combination therapy.^[71](#CIT0071),[77](#CIT0077)^

Bispecific approaches targeting CD40 {#S0004}
====================================

Bispecific CD40/targeting concepts comprise a number of different approaches, such as the generation of enhanced CAR-T cells ("cellular bispecifics") expressing the CAR in combination with additional factors like CD40L,^[60](#CIT0060)^ antibodies recognizing two different epitopes either in *cis* or *trans* and even so-called bifunctional molecules with one targeting domain and one functional domain combined in one molecule. The development of bispecific CD40 agonists is challenging due to the ambiguous expression profile of CD40, nevertheless attempts have been made to target CD40-expressing tumors using CD40/mesothelin-bispecific constructs (ABBV-428, NCT02955251, currently recruiting), CD40/HER2-bispecific constructs^[78](#CIT0078)^ and so-called duokines.^[79](#CIT0079)^ Additional CD40 bispecifics are on the way, including CEA and others as tumor-targeting antigen.^[80](#CIT0080)^

Combination treatment with other therapies {#S0005}
==========================================

Given the general expression profile and biological activities of CD40, it is obvious that the combination of CD40 agonists with other therapeutic options has been investigated in preclinical models. The use of CD40-targeted therapies with other immunomodulators or checkpoint inhibitors has shown great potential in various cancer models. For example, preclinical studies using agonistic anti-CD40 antibodies in combination with chemotherapy^[81](#CIT0081)^ or kinase inhibitors^[82](#CIT0082)^ have shown promising results.

Radiotherapy (RT) is one of the pillars in cancer therapy and up to 70% of all cancer patients receive RT throughout their treatment regimen. One intended effect of RT is to release tumor antigens and establish a pro-inflammatory local TME. Consequently, application of CD40 agonists to enhance an RT-induced vaccination effect has been studied intensely^[83](#CIT0083)-[85](#CIT0085)^ and demonstrated efficacy in multiple preclinical models. Eventually, modulation of the TME aims at activating/priming anti-tumoral cytotoxic T cells, which can be further supported using checkpoint inhibition blockade via PD-1, PD-L1 or CTLA-4. These treatments have demonstrated their ability to enhance remodeling of the macrophage compartment of non-immunogenic tumor models.^[86](#CIT0086),[87](#CIT0087)^ Several combinations of CD40 antibodies with checkpoint inhibitors, in particular anti-PD-L1 and CTLA-4 antibodies, have been described in preclinical models^[86](#CIT0086),[88](#CIT0088)-[90](#CIT0090)^ and recently showed some evidence of clinical activity in a non-controlled Phase I trial.^[55](#CIT0055)^

Additionally, CD40 ligation has proven therapeutic potential in combination with tumor vaccination strategies in mouse models of glioma and other indications^[91](#CIT0091)^ and improved the efficacy of adoptive cell transfer (ACT) therapy in a murine B16 melanoma model.^[92](#CIT0092)^ Finally, in addition to the CD40L-expressing CAR-T cells mentioned earlier, there is some evidence that combination treatment with CAR-T cells and anti-CD40 agonists could improve the anti-tumor immune response in a mouse model of pancreatic cancer.^[93](#CIT0093)^ Although these preliminary results are encouraging, properly controlled and randomized clinical studies will have to be performed before the true potential of CD40-targeting combination therapy will be understood.

Conclusion and outlook {#S0006}
======================

Strategies to boost anti-tumor immune responses are among the most promising new developments in oncology and TNF-R-SF members, such as CD40, are important targets. Due to the unique requirements for generating productive TNF-R-SF signaling, agonistic compounds must generate very precise receptor structure and three-dimensional organization. Although various strategies to induce CD40 signaling have been explored, two decades of limited clinical success suggest that new approaches need to be explored. The profiling of bivalent anti-CD40 antibodies, recombinant trivalent CD40L, and recombinant hexavalent CD40L-based fusion proteins, has revealed significant differences in CD40-ligation induced signaling. The single-chain TNF-SF-RBD mimetics induce optimal trimeric assembly of the TNF-R-SF receptors, thereby enabling new drug concepts: If exploited as "2-fold-3", or pairs of trimers, hexavalent fusion proteins, their agonistic activity is independent of additional crosslinking via FcγR. The hexavalent approach to target additional TNF-R-SF members with dedicated agonist molecules is underway and warrants further preclinical and clinical studies. Due to the unifying architectural features of the TNF-R-SF, this concept has been demonstrated for multiple family members.^[65](#CIT0065)-[67](#CIT0067)^

Despite the undoubted importance of CD40/CD40L as an initiator of anti-tumor immune response, the true power of this signaling pathway has not yet been fully unleashed by the agonists in clinical development. The limited clinical efficacy of current CD40 agonists results from structural and functional characteristics of antibodies, including the presence of only two target-binding sites per molecule, that are unsuitable for stimulating the TNF-R-SF. Thanks to the wide range of possibilities to target this signaling pathway also in combination with other drugs and therapies, systemically or locally, the near future will hopefully yield more clinical data, improve therapeutic efficacy and broaden the array of treatment options for many cancer patients.
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